Deposition of magnetic colloidal particles on graphite and mica surfaces driven by solvent evaporation.
The deposition of colloidal magnetite particles onto graphite and mica surfaces induced by solvent evaporation is studied using atomic force microscopy. After evaporation under ambient conditions we observe polydisperse beadlike aggregates; the mean aggregate diameter is larger on graphite than on mica. After evaporation at elevated temperatures we observe a variety of effects, including enhanced particle aggregation and spinodal-like deposition patterns. To explain these trends, we propose mechanisms involving the wetting properties of the solvent. We have also made a brief study of the effects of applied magnetic fields on the formation of aggregates. A field applied parallel to the surface enhances aggregation and favors deposition patterns characteristic of hole-nucleation processes. A perpendicular field leads to a reduction in aggregate size and favors a homogeneous distribution of particles on the surface. These effects are explained in terms of the likely orientation of the dipolar particles on the surface.